1964 buick electra

Images are general in nature and may not reflect the specific vehicle selected. The Buick Electra
was quite changed from the year prior. The wheelbase was about a third of an inch shorter,
windshields were all-new and no longer wrap-around, and bodies and rooflines were virtually
all-new. Anything even remotely resembling tailfins was also gone. Styling resembled the
B-body LeSabre, but with the Electra based on the larger C-body shared with Cadillac , it was
obvious to all but the most casual observer that this was the top-of-the-line, and the four
portholes on the front fenders also gave notice of its rank ahead of the three seen on the
LeSabre, Invicta and all-new Special. The V-8 engine that was introduced for continued with the
same hp, but this was more than adequate. Power of the massive engine was not blunted but
enhanced by the now perfected transmission. For , the Buick Electra was sold in four-door
sedan the best seller , hardtop coupe and hardtop sedan, while the even more upscale Electra
was sold in Riviera hardtop sedan and convertible coupe. The Riviera hardtop sedan came
within 99 units of being the best seller. The styling was cleaned up and made to look even more
elegant and modern. The four-window, four-door hardtop was the best seller, with the
six-window right behind it. The cars were re-skinned and re-roofed, with new windshields which
had finally lost any vestige of wrap-around kink at the bottom edges. The engine remained the
only choice, with body choices being the same as For , the cars were given a new frontal
styling, as well as two changes under the hood. First, the Riviera V-8 became optional in the
Electra , with a choice of or hp. Next, the Dynaflow-derived Twin-Turbine automatic became
history after the introduction of an all-new 3-speed automatic called Super-Turbine For all
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in Jan Previous Next. Most of us think of the s as such a great and peaceful decade but there
were some bad things going on at the time. There were also some good things, a lot of good
things. One of those good things involved Frank Sinatra buying his father this Buick Electra
This car can be found here on craigslist in Howard Beach, New York. Thanks to FordGuy for
sending in this tip! It was the era of the space race, after all. The second-generation Electra
would be made for four short years with being the last year before the next-generation cars
debuted. The Electra is affectionately known as the deuce-and-a-quarter by legions of Buick
fans. Vehicles rust in New York, even ones that have been stored since which is what the seller
tells us is the case with this car. The interior has seen better days. It looks mostly complete but
a full restoration will not be inexpensive. The seller says that the cubic-inch Nailhead V8 engine
runs and everything works, even the power windows and AC? I would be very surprised if the
AC worked after being stored for 40 years but.. Have any of you owned a celebrity-owned car?
Scotty, with all due respect, who thinks of the 60s as a peaceful time?? There was the
assassinations of JFK and MLK, lynchings, race riots, the Vietnam war, campus protests, civil
rights unrest, the Stonewall rebellion, the Manson murdersâ€¦what am I leaving out? Still, I am
forever drawn to the cars of the s, because that was the first decade of my life, and those events
and those cars are imprinted on my soul. Perhaps I can field this one, Rex. Yes, those things
were heard of, but we were more interested in putting baseball cards in our spokes. If it is his
car, took lousy care of it. Who knows, they were really nice cars, but again, got to be nicer than
this, and nice ones are out there. I doubt anyone going to stick the kids college fund, if any, into
4 door Buick. I know better now, but as a kid, not so much. The rear overhang on that thing is a

wonder to behold â€” it looks like the trunk lid could be used as a helipad! Nice slice of the
times even if fictionally written. The cars, the music. A short time ago it was on this site and
Frank supposedly bought it for his daughter Nancy. Howard Beach was flooded in by hurricane
sandy. In my opinion it looks like this was 1 of many victims. This car will need a frame-off, for
sure. Hard to believe. I think that this is one gorgeous luxury land yacht. Try finding one with all
of the trim bits intact and all of the luxury items there in working? The price is unreasonable,
provenance not withstanding. There is likely a lot of hidden rust, given the front fender rocker
areas and the underside of the door. Still, if you can do your own work, it would be a cool ride
when finished. It could even be just a driver as is to enjoy. Thing has to be 20 feet long and
weight 5K. I believe that Bubba Smith drove one of these when he was at Michigan State wonder
how he could afford one? Love them. As far as this being connected to Sinatra, there better be
some paper work. Otherwise this is just another rusty land yacht worth less than bucks. Don't
post your car for sale in the comments. Click here to get it featured on the homepage instead.
Or subscribe without commenting. Subscribe to our free daily email to continue reading:. No
thanks, maybe later. Already have an account? Log in. Barn Finds. Scotty Gilbertson. Like This?
Get Our Daily Email. Comments Rex Kahrs Member. Robert L Roberge. Howard A Member.
Scotty Gilbertson Staff. Robert White. Baseball cards in spokes, eh. I did it too until I got a real
Varoom Motor from Matel to replace them. Bob 3. Rex Kahrs Member. Howard and Scotty, your
points are well taken. That AMC Guy. Parts are in the back seat because the trunk is full of
bodies. We have found Jimmy Hoffa! Alan R. Looks like the old man parked it in the Hudson
River for a few years! Bob in Bexley Member. Bob C. Few years ago one of my customers was
legally named Frank Sinatra.. Please A rusty old Buick by the beach is worth 4. Looks like the
Sinatra family was a lot better at singing than maintaining automobiles! F Again. Began life
Sinatra-adjacent, ended up looking like DeeDee Ramone. Jranders Member. I agree with Rex.
The 60s were a gong show and ended with a war still killing many Americans in a lost cause.
Otherwise this is just another rusty land yacht worth less than bucks 1. Stored For 16 Years:
Dodge Charger. Frequency: Daily. Get Daily Email Updates:. Signup for our free daily
newsletter: Unsubscribe anytime. Enjoying Barn Finds? Subscribe to our free daily email to
continue reading: No thanks, maybe later. Free View Limit Reached! Be one of the first to get
email notifications when the vehicle you are looking for is added to our inventory. Signing up
for the Auto Locator Service gives you the inside track to our most up to date inventory and
helps you find the vehicle you are looking for. Chat with us , powered by LiveChat How would
you like to share this? Drivetrain Engine Type:. Volo IL, Its a sweetheart. Enlarge Photo. This is
a dream boat, it rides and feels so smooth. Mostly original condition- pristine body, excellent
interior with super rare bucket seats and console. There is no rust or damage, it is completely
straight from every angle, every panel fits precisely. The doors can be opened with one finger
and you can just let go and they click shut. The paint is believed to be mostly original. It shows
really well, if you look for them you will find touch ups. The chrome and trim on this car is a 9
out of 10 and it's original. The bumpers shine beautifully, the grill is mint. It still has all four
original T-3 headlights. Down each side the wide moldings are shiny and straight. The handles,
fender ports, emblems are mint. The stainless trim is straight and shiny. Window frames are
excellent. The tail panel looks pristine. The stainless the hubcaps are in excellent shape, they're
unique to the Buick Electra. It has new Coker white wall tires. I think the convertible top is even
original. It's in good shape, the rear window is a little yellowed. The power top pump was
replaced. All the original glass is crystal clear including the windshield. The jambs are clean
original, there are some old oil change stickers. Rare bucket seats and an extremely rare center
console. The upholstery is all original with genuine leather. The leather is still soft, not cracked
but has crinkles. The door panels are mint. The dash looks practically new. The lenses, knobs,
chrome are mint. The steering wheel is like new. The original carpet is very good, has original
rubber mats. Interior lights work. It features power seat, windows, and a speed minder. In the
glovebox it has the original owner's manual and protect-o-plate. It runs as smooth as silk! A
compression test was done and each cylinder is at lbs. It was given a tune up, plugs and wires.
It has a new battery bolted down properly. The glass washer fluid bottle is still in place.
Features include power steering and brakes. It wouldn't take much to detail this motor
compartment to look new. We chose to let the next owner decide to leave it original or make it
show quality. The original yellow paint under the lid is real nice, the rubber is soft. It does have
the jack and spare assembly. The floors are smooth, inner rockers and quarters have zero rot,
the seams and pinch welds are crisp and clean. It has the big finned Buick brakes, they have
been serviced, new hoses. It has a new muffler and tailpipe. It was the first year of the 3-speed
Super Turbine Turbo automatic. It even has it's original spiral shocks in back. There is a
difference in a low mile survivor and a restored car. I call it a sweetheart when they are like this
one. It rides like it's on a cloud, there are no vibrations or rattles, everything fits right. They are

only original once! I, Jay Grams, take pride in personally writing the descriptions for virtually
every car for about the last 30 years now. A significant amount of effort goes into fact checking.
What I am offering is my professional impression of the vehicle. Our salesmen are happy to
assist with descriptions and making sure your questions are answered. One great suggestion is
letting us do a walk around video that explains the car's condition in detail. Don't be intimidated,
contact sales now for a no pressure, no hassle experience! Shipping 3rd Party Inspections
Insurance. Contact Us Name. Last name. Subscribe to our newsletter. Kids Club. Thank you for
your interest! We'll get back to you soon! Can't find your car? Try Our Auto Locator Be one of
the first to get email notifications when the vehicle you are looking for is added to our inventory.
Sign Up Today. Print Share Bookmark Newsletter. Vehicle Price. Monthly Payment Apply Now!
You may also be interested in. Real GS , upgraded suspension and brakes! Engine: HP
Transmission: 4 Speed. Subscribe to our Newsletter. Open Daily 10am â€” 5pm by Appt. No
Admittance after 4PM. Volo, IL Powered By SpeedDigital. The Electra was the top of the Buick
line for â€” the biggest and most luxurious thing the factory offered! The smaller and cheaper
cars got only 3 Venti-ports! This one was well equipped from the Factory, including:. The
Chrome sweep panels at the lower edge really bring the styling together. The polished mag
wheels and fresh tires really look great, too. And There we are with the top down! That car really
has a profile! I really enjoy driving this car. When you sit behind the wheel, and view the world
through the giant expanse of tinted glass, and survey the road from behind that giant hood, the
world just looks better! The red color is really vibrant! The use of chrome was lavish! The
chrome on the car is good, but some of the die-cast pieces have very small pits in the grooves
or edges. This car is a good looking cruiser with a solid, rust free body, lots of recent
documented mechanical work, and a lot of fun to drive and enjoy. The paint job is nice, and
shiny, a decent repaint, but not a super high dollar repaint. Good enough to drive and enjoy, but
you would miss points on the paint if it were judged at a show. Nice new, correct visors. The
windshield surround chrome and stainless is very nice. Nice rear compartment. Another view of
the cool bucket seats and console. It has just had a new valvejob and timing chain, and while it
was apart, I had the parts painted in the correct Buick green for It runs really great, with lots of
power! I also had the steering box rebuilt, and of course new hoses and belts while we were at
it. I have receipts, too, which will go with the car. The engine bay is reasonably clean, but not
show detailed. I did the best I could with the parts that were removed for the work, such as
coating the exhaust manifolds, etc. It will require some work to get that done. Here are the top
bows. The top mechanism works great! The top is in great shape except for this small
separation by the rear window. The trunk is solid, with all original sheetmetal. Although it looks
like it had surface rust, there is not any through rust. Another view of the original trunk
sheetmetal. Trunk lid underneath paint. This car was originally yellow, you can see it under the
trunk lid. The tires are nearly new, and the wheels are awesome! Gauges are in good shape. The
gas gauge is optimistic. Steering wheel is nice, with only a couple of small cracks. An awesome
car that would make a great family cruiser! Put it in your garage and smile all the time!
California law does not provied for a "cooling off" period for vehicle lease or purchase
contracts. Therefore, you cannot later cancel such a contract simply because you change your
mind, decide the vehicle costs too much, or wish you had acquired a different vehicle. After you
sign a motor vehicle purchase or lease contract, it may only be cancelled with the agreement of
the seller or lessor or for legal cause, such as fraud. This contract cancellation option
requirement does not apply to the sale of a motorcycle or an off-highway motor vehicle subject
to identification under California law. See the vehicle contract cancellation option agreement for
details. The prospective purchaser of a vehicle may, at his or her own expense and with the
approval of the dealer, have the vehicle inspected by an independent third party either on or off
the dealership premises. Out of state customers are responsible to pay sales tax and any other
government fees in their own state. Unfortunately, if you fly in and drive it home, we are
required to charge Tax and DMV for the privilege of driving on California roads! We do not offer
financing. All contract documentation must be signed and the car paid for in full before the car
can be released to the buyer. All Photos and descriptions in this website are copyrighted , , , , ,
Designed by Ken Weeks. Welcome to our new look! Classic Car Club of America. Lost America
â€” spectacular night photography â€” especially old cars with unusual lighting Old
Volkswagens. This one was well equipped from the Factory, including: Factory Air Conditioning
Bucket seats and console â€” very rare and desirable Power windows â€” all 4 work vigorously
Power top â€” works great Power brakes Power steering AM Radio The Chrome sweep panels at
the lower edge really bring the styling together. All Photos and descriptions in this website are
copyrighted , , , , , The last year for the second-generation Buick Electra, this Buick Electra
convertible has been stored in a dry garage for the last two decades and it looks like a fun,
drivable weekend project car. Nobody really cares about our personal favorite cars, or really

personal favorite anything. I just think that the Electra was the pinnacle for this model. The
seller says that this car was stored in a dry garage for 20 years and they mention that it was
taken out and a lot of work was done, including new plugs, distributor cap, oil and oil filter,
brake wheel cylinders and brake shoes, the carburetor was rebuilt, a transmission flex-plate, a
new solenoid and starter, a new radiator fan, belts, new dual exhaust, starter, battery, and more!
Unfortunately, after doing all of that work it sat for two more years and now it needs work again,
such as a tune-up and they say that the air cleaner needs to be replaced. The interior is in need
of upholstery work â€” at least in the front, the back seat looks marvey , as no Buick owner
said, ever. One of you will know for sure. The V8 was offered first in the Riviera and was an
option for the Electra beginning in Install a new top and seat covers, clean up the engine bay,
buff the paint, swap on new tires, get it mechanically sorted, and cruise. Real nice car , but get
ready to spend on it. Interesting to see what the selling price will be. Well not exactly my cup of
tea sort a speak. Reminds me of a cross breed a Buick front end and a Lincoln rear. We had in
the past a Buick Skylark with a wildcat motor 4dr and that car was a fun 4 door sedan to drive. I
am curious what the price he gets out of this one. The wheel covers are for a or Buick. Car has
the optional cornering lights in the front fenders. Well, personally I think the Wildcat and
LeSabre look more proportionate than the oversized Electra and with a nicer ass too. However
this one will only see bids in small increments and could potentially be a very affordable buy.
The and being the torque ratings of the two engines. Great cars. Love my Buicks almost as
much as my Cadillacs It needed front bearings. You could almost fit the MG in the trunk of the
Buick. Yes, Miguel, it was quite a feat. I never did like the MG. Way too small. Love my land
yachts. A nice year. Betcha it goes for around 7k. I had a 64 Mine was a hardtop and it had a in
it. I wish I had it back. It was a beast!! Don't post your car for sale in the comments. Click here to
get it featured on the homepage instead. Or subscribe without commenting. Subscribe to our
free daily email to continue reading:. No thanks, maybe later. Already have an account? Log in.
Barn Finds. Scotty Gilbertson. Like This? Get Our Daily Email. Comments Mitchell Gildea
Member. Install a new top and seat covers, clean up the engine bay, buff the paint, swap on new
tires, get it mechanically sorted, and cruise Bob C. Robert White. Very nice find, Scotty and
Local Sheriff. Bob 4. Pete Phillips. Mitch Grimes Member. If it is a 42would that make it a wildcat
engine? Mitch Grimes. I meant to say a engine. LarryS Member. Angel Cadillac Diva Member.
Wow, what a contrast to drive up in an Electra and drive out in an MG. Chuck Dickinson. If I
recall correctly, the was painted Buick green, while the was red. Love my land yachts 4. Clement
Feldman. Joe pierce. Scotty Gilbertson Staff. Stored For 16 Years: Dodge Charger. Frequency:
Daily. Get Daily Email Updates:. Signup for our free daily newsletter: Unsubscribe anytime.
Enjoying Barn Finds? Subscribe to our free daily email to continue reading: No thanks, maybe
later. Free View Limit Reached! Sales plunged from a high of nearly three-quarters of a million
vehicles in , to barely a quarter of a million units in Discarding Special, Century, Limited, and
Roadmaster, Buick began to pull itself out of the tailspin in They now favored the LeSabre,
Invicta, and Electra. Through the efforts of Edward D. Rollert, a quality-committed new general
manager, the Special name returned on a compact vehicle with an aluminum V-8 in Sales begin
to climb, and production in the upper-series vehicles reached to more than , Continuing to rise
through the 's, a record of , was reached in the model year. Unfortunately due to the oil embargo
late in , sales plummeted to fewer than ,00 in both and Near the end of , some of the most
incredible vehicles to ever be assembled were rolling off the production line and onto the
roadways of America. In a bold and daring move, the traditional styling cues that had been long
been Buick's trademark quickly disappeared overnight, along with the names that had been
apart of Buick's stable for so long. No longer were the portholes, and the sweep spears that had
been traditional for so long. Now, new names, new engines, new brakes, new chassis, and new
transmissions were unveiled as Buick dangerously tried something new. The LeSabre was
considered to be the thriftiest Buick, while the Invicta was the most spirited Buick, and the
Electra was highlighted as the most luxurious Buick. The Electra was built for speed and
comfort and was considered to shine among its rivals. These brand new models were receiving
glowing praise from the motor press and were reported to be selling like hotcakes. Though the
steel strike of that year didn't do much to aid sales, the growing popularity of the times was
drawn toward compact vehicles as the motoring public was growing tired of full-size cars. With
a very deserved street name 'deuce and a quarter', both the Buick Electra and Buick Electra
were full-size premium automobiles built by General Motors Buick division. Produced in a
variety of nomenclatures, the Electra name was used by Buick between to Before the Electra
and Electra came to the scene, the Buick Super, Roadmaster, and Limited constituted the upper
class of Buick's superb lineup. Following their introduction in , the Electra took the place of the
Super while all of Buick's models were renamed. The Electra took the place dominated
previously by the Roadmaster and Limited models. Sharing its 6-window hardtop roofline with

the Cadillac Fleetwood, the top-line model of the Buick range was the Electra Riveria. From the
model year on, the 'Riveria' name had been used by Buick to signify a premium trimmed
hardtop body style. In , Buick dropped the Riveria name as a body style designation and instead
utilized it as Buick's new personal luxury coupe. The Electra nameplate was also discontinued
in , leaving only the Electra In , a major restyling was done on all GM passenger vehicles. To
place more emphasis on the luxurious 4-door hardtop bodies, the 6-window body style was
dropped in favor of the 4-door frame. The coupe models of were dominated by smooth and
sinuous 'Coke bottle' lines and fastback roof profiles. The marketing strategy was changed by
Buick in 65, and the Electra was offered in two trim levels, base and Custom. The Electra
Custom 4-door hardtop was offered in a new 'Limited' option package and eventually became
available on the two-door hardtop models as well. In , to emphasize the Electra 's length, the
stylists at GM did this through the use of 'blade' rear quarter panels. They also used the
'sweepspear' character line that ran the length of the body. The Ventiports also followed the
curve of the sweepspear just forward enough to the front door in the Electra Hidden in , the
windshield wiper blades were discreet, and the following year the vent windows on the front
doors were eliminated. For a decade, between and , it was easy to see the similar forms and
design hallmarks that dominated the Electra 's design style. From through , the previous 4-door
pillared sedan variant and convertible were eliminated, and all Electra models were hardtops.
Though considered unpopular due to their extensive cost, optional driver and passenger
airbags were available in Max Trac, a crude and limited version of traction control was available
in All coupes came with fixed rear side windows and center posts in And until the model, all
4-door models continued as hardtops. Though it came without any Electra badges, a Limited
model was available in In , a new Park Avenue option package was available on the 'Limited'
4-door hardtop. A return of the six-window configuration that had been available by Buick from
through , the model at The model achieved a satisfactory hp, but by the model year, it was
reduced to a pitiful hp due to the ever-increasing government-mandated emission controls. In
favor of smaller, and more efficient powerplants, the impressive engine was dropped after the
model year. In , GM downsized their full-sized vehicles, and the third generation of Eletra's went
close to it's once original size and length at 22 inches 5, mm. The model was once again
downsized and lost the '' distinctive part of its name. A first-ever diesel engine was utilized in ,
as the through Buick Electras were powered with engines from various GM divisions. A
modified grille was given to the model, along with a new powertrain as the Buick V8
disappeared in favor of a standard Buick that produced 4. In , Electra was featured for the first
time since without 4 Ventiports. In , the once top-line Electra Park Avenue model disappeared
completely after continuing to show 4 small depressions with stickers in the chrome moldings
on its front fenders. Debuting on the GM C platform, a totally redesigned front-wheel drive
Electra that included a performance-oriented T-Type version was showcased in Impressive, this
was the only C Platform vehicle that utilized a forward opening hood. Though it had appeared
unofficially as early as , in, Park Avenue became an official trim designation within the Electra
series. Replacing the quad headlight setup from the and models, the first use of integrated
aerodynamic headlights was featured in models. An entirely diverse vehicle that was based
upon the full-size GM station wagon body, the Electra Estate station wagon model was
introduced briefly. To make way for the smaller Park Avenue and the larger Roadmaster, the last
of the Electra production was seen in The Buick Electra was powered by a V-8 engine that
displaced cubic-inches and produced horsepower. The Electra was a full-size vehicle that came
in five different body styles including a two-door sport coupe, sedan, and a convertible
Suggested vehicles Specification comparison Related news. Additional Profiles. Convertible
The Buick Electra was powered by a V-8 engine that displaced cubic-inches and produced
horsepower. Concepts by Buick Similarly Priced Vehicles. Engine Specs. Dimension Specs.
Lower Priced Cars. Higher Priced Cars. Similar Priced Cars. All rights reserved. The material
may not be published, broadcast, rewritten, or redistributed. Vehicle information, history, And
specifications from concept to production. SOLD to Pennsylvania!! This is an all-original
survivor that has had two owners since new. This Buick Electra two-door Sport Coupe with just
over 78, miles on the odometer is ready for touring or showing. With five different body styles,
the two-door sport coupe is one of the rarest models with only 9, produced. They enjoyed the
car for the next 24 years. According to service records, this Buick had traveled 50, miles by
July, Al Cowling of King of Prussia, PA bought the Buick from the original owner and has
owned the car for 32 years, acquiring it in with a mere 54, miles accumulated. Since then, Mr.
The brightwork looks great and speaks to a design language that was prevalent in the decade.
The long, straight, slab-sided design is a classic and accentuates its long and low sleekness.
Looking to the interior, you will see a charming interior that is truly a time capsule. From the
clear plastic seat covers, covering the completely original and stunning vinyl and brocade seats

that Buick was known for, to the original carpet and factory option Buick tri-shield floor mats,
the feelings of nostalgia are sure to rush back. The clock was standard on the Electra but the
AM radio was an option that was checked on this specific The original door panels look gently
used and the long roofline of this sport coupe means you will be sure to notice the original
headliner, free from any defect or wear. Behind the wheel you will notice quickly that this
Electra is equipped with power brakes and power steering. These aids give you a sense of
control and add to a truly inspired driving experience. Coupled with the new for TH three-speed
automatic, you know from the start that this stunner is ready for an open road cruise. While you
admire the originality of this , you will notice that the original heavy die cast grille does have
some pitting throughout. While the paint speaks to a car that has truly been garage kept and
has stayed away from inclement weather, there are imperfections in the paint at the very front
edge of the hood line. Looking down the incredibly long length of the car you will also find a few
slight dents. Exacting eyes will also note that the top of the motor and valve covers have been
refinished, not in the original color. All of the other finishes are believed to be original. You
must be logged in to post a comment. This decision was made by her brother-in-law Harlow H.
Curtice who was the former president of Buick. The former of which became the Buick Electra
and the latter became the Buick Electra Both models were made to resemble the Buick Invicta
and LeSabre. The original engine within the Buick Electra is a cubic-inch Wildcat V8 coupled
with a Dynaflow automatic transmission that gave the vehicle horsepower. The convertible
option featured a leather trim and power windows that were an optional choice in other variants.
Production continued until and yielded six generations of the Buick Electra, however the
moniker was dropped ten years before the end of production. This full-size luxury vehicle is still
a great performing car that offers a fun ride! Our clients have ranged from major collections to
new
1994 bmw 525i
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kia sorento 4x4
enthusiasts entering the hobby. Located in Phoenix, AZ, we have been serving the classic car
hobby since Get the latest auctions and market info delivered right to your inbox, plus a heads
up on exclusive content from Harry. Harry's Thoughts This is a very nice example that is sure to
help make its new caretaker many happy memories! Comments You must be logged in to post a
comment. Add to cart. The former of which became the Buick Electra and the latter becameâ€¦.
Read More. Share on facebook Facebook. Share on twitter Twitter. Share on whatsapp
WhatsApp. Share on email Email. Share on print Print. Private Message to Dealer. Offer Price.
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